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The San Juan volcamic field of southwestern Colorado consists of
[i O2.5 X 10 km of volcanic rocks ranging in age from early Oligocene to
Pliocene. Major volcanic activity in the San Juan field began about 35 
million years ago with widespread eruption of rhyodacltic to andesitic 
lavas from scattered volcanic centers (Lipman and others, 1970). This 
type of volcanism i>eaked about 33 million years ago and then began to 
decline. About 30 million years ago, volcanic activity once again 
Increased in the area. This time the eruptions were ash flows of inter­
mediate to felslc composition. The ash-flow eruptions were accompanied 
by caldera subsidence of the source areas. At least 14 caldera structures 
(figure one) have been recognized in the Sam Juan volcanic field (Steven 
and others, 197^). In most calderas collapse was apparently followed soon 
by resurgent doming, elevating thick intracaldera accumulations of welded 
tuffs. Such intracaldera tuffs are up to several hundred meters thick 
where flow was blocked by caldera walls. The related outflow sheets are 
usually less than 30 meters thick, but they cover as much as several 
thousand square kilometers. At the close of the Oligocene the composition 
of the volcanlcs changed again, from the intermediate-through-silicic 
suite of pyroclastlcs and lavas to a bimodal assemblage of basalt emd 
rhyolite flows. Bimodal volcanism continued intermittently until the late 
Pliocene.
Because of the extensive mineralization associated with the volcanic
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Figiore 1. Index map, showing location of the San Juan volcanic
field and caldereis of the San Juan mountains. From
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field, the area long has been subject of geologic Interest (Cross and 
others, 1905» Burbank, 1932i Larsen and Gross, 1956). Much of the area 
has recently been remapped In detail by personnel of the United States 
Geologic Survey (Llpman, 1975I Llpman, 1974j Llpman and others, 1973> 
Mehnert and others, 1973j Steven and others, 1974). Other work In the 
area Is currently In press or In progress.
Although the stratigraphy and structure of the San Juan volcanic 
field Is now well known, only reconnalsance paleomagnetlc studies have 
been made. Previous studies Include field polarity determinations 
(Llpman and Steven, 1970), a paleomagnetlc reconnalsance of the Platoro 
caldera (Diehl, 1972; Diehl and others, 1974) and a paleomagnetlc study 
of some of the formations In the area by Tanaka and Kono (1973» 1974).
Purpose
Tanaka and Kono (1973, 1974) and Diehl and others (1974) have shown 
that many San Juan rocks have high magnetic stability. For this reason, 
and because the stratigraphy is well known and many absolute age determi­
nations have been made, my research was undertaken to provide precise 
paleomagnetlc directions for the mid-Tertiary.
The data derived during this investigation provide a very precise 
paleomagnetlc pole for the Ollgocene-Miocene boundary of cratonic North 
America and also describe the secular variation of the geomagnetic field 
during San Juan volcanism. The magnetic stratigraphy developed herein, 
combined with that of Diehl and others (1974) and Tanaka and Kono (1973)» 
provides a detailed reversal sequence which may facilitate future geologic 





324 samples Kere collected from 53 paleomagnetic sites in the 
Tertiary rock. Where possible, artificial exposures were sampled to 
Insure relatively unweathered samplesj four to ten cores were collected at 
each site. Drilling was done with a MacCullough chain saw modified to 
power a coring bit. The inside diameter of the bits used was approximately 
2.3 cm. Lengths of the cores retrelved varied from 3 cm to 15 cm. For 
an extended description of similar technlq.ue and equipment see Doell and 
Cox (1965, 1967). Due to adverse drilling conditions or equipment mal­
function a few sites were collected by taking oriented hand samples; these 
samples were later drilled in the laboratory. This type Of sampling was 
avoided whenever possible because blocks which can be collected in this 
manner are necessarily associated with cracks and joints and therefore 
tend to be more weathered.
The cores were oriented jn situ by using a sun compass (Creer and 
Sanver, I967) or a standard magnetic compass. In paleomagnetic studies 
the sun compass is most commonly used because it is not subject to distur­
bance by local highly magnetized foimadions which my appreciably distort 
the local geomagnetic field (Greer and Sanver, 1967? Kono and others, 1972). 
In this study both compasses were used whenever possible, only a few sites 
lack sun compass orientation data. The data analysis and pole calculations 
in this report were done with the sun compass data and mgnetic directions 
were not used in the calculations unless sun compass orientations were not
6
available.
The actml orientation apparatus consists of a slotted hiass tube 
which slips over the core. On top of the tube is a flat brass plate 
which accepts one of the compasses discusses above. Dxiring orientation 
of the core the plate is leveled and the angle between the plate and 
the long axis of the core (defined as the Z axis, positive into the rock) 
is recorded, marking the inclination (l) of the core. The azimuth (D) of 
the horizontal projection of the Z axis is then measured with the compass. 
The field orientation of the core is then completed by scribing an orien­
tation mark on the core. Doell and Cox (I965) suggest that the use of 
this orienting procedure will yield samples that have an estimated 
accuracy of two degrees. A complete description of this process is 
given by Doell and Cox (19^7)•
Ideally the inside diameter of the orienting tool matches the inside 
diameter of the coring bit. This was the case for the magnetic orienting 
tool used in this study. However, the sun compass was designed for drill 
bits of slightly greater inside diameter and accordingly the declination 
results for the sun compass show slightly greater scatter.
Measurements
In the laboratory as many 2.4 cm (parallel to Z) sections as possible 
were cut from each core. These sections (samples) were then measured with 
a spinner magnetometer manufactured by the Schonstedt Instrument Company 
(model SSM-iA.) to determine their direction of remanent magnetization.
An analysis of spinner magnetometers is given in Doell and Cox (1967).
Natural remanent magnetization (RM) was measured on one sample from 
each core. A six-spin method was used for each sample, in which two ortho­
gonal components of magnetization are measured for each spin orientation. 
The resultant vector gives the direction and intensity of the sample's
magnetization. After the NRM measvirements, all samples to he used in 
subsequent analysis were subjected to alternating field demagnetization.
Alternating field demagnetization has come into common use in 
paleomagnetlc reseajrch since its introduction by As and Zijderfeld 
(1958)1 Greer (1959)1 and others when the paleomagnetlc unreliability 
of simple NRM measurements became obvious. NRM results in many cases are 
unreliable paleomagnetlc data because as rocks sit in the earth's magnetic 
field for long periods of time they tend to gain secondary components of 
magnetization. Secondary co]iq>onents are considered spurious in paleo- 
magnetic work because they do not represent the direction of the geomag­
netic field at the time of the rocks formation. Some common secondary 
sources of magnetization are: isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM),
some instajices of chemical remanent magnetization (CRM), and viscous 
remanent magnetization (VRM). Usually secondary magnetizations have a 
lower coerclvity spectrum than the primary components, and in the cleaning 
process these low-coerclvity elements are randomized, thus eliminating 
their biasing effects. However, CRM does have a coerclvity spectrum 
approximately equal to thermo-remanent magnetization (TRM). Because of 
this, secondary CRM in an Igneous rock whose primary direction is a TRM 
would be difficult to remove. Tanaka and Kono (197^) have shown that the 
magnetic directions of rocks from the San Juan volcanic field are due to 
TRM} fortunately, there is p3?obably no significant CRM in any of the rocks 
in this study.
The randomisation of directions of grains with low coercive forces is 
accomplished by placing the sample in an alternating magnetic field of 
peak value H. All the magnetic domains of coercive force less than Hcos (A) 
(A being the angle between the field direction and the direction of magneti-
7
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zatlon in the domain) will follow the field as it alternates. H is 
slowly decreased to zero while the sample is rotated around four ortho­
gonal axes. Each of the axes rotates at a different rate, the object 
being to simulate random motion, so that nearly all the directions in 
the sample are presented to the direction of the alternating field. As 
the field is reduced, domains with progressively lower coerclvltles 
become fixed in near landom orientations. For a con^jlete discussion of 
alternating field demagnetization seei As, (196?)j McElhlnny, (1973)f 
Stacey ajid Banerjee, (l97^). During this demagnetization process it is 
imperative to not subject the sample to a steady field, as this can 
produce a component of anhysteritic remanent magnetization (ARM) which 
will bias the true direction of magnetization. In the demagnetization 
eq.uipment used in this study the effects of a steady biasing field were 
guarded against by counteracting the geomagnetic field in the area of the 
alternating flel3 coil ^d.th square "helmholtz” coils (Parry, 196?). 
Rotation of the sample during demagnetization also reduces the possibility 
of inducing an ARM (B]Qrnj6lfsson, 195? f McElhinny, 1973). Because the 
samples of this study were rotated in a much reduced biasing field during 
demagnetization there probably was no significant introduction of an ARM, 
The alternating field demagnetization process employed in this study 
consisted of picking two pilot specimens from each site and demagnetizing 
them in successively higher alternating fields while measuring the direc­
tion of magnetization before each Increase in field strength. Usually the 
successive field strengths used werei 50i 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400, 
500, 750, 1000 (in oerstedts), It is sometimes necessary to go through 
this many steps in order to isolate the optimum demagnetizing field for a 
site. This is the field strength which minimizes the contribution of
secondary components while not totally destroying the primary direction 
of magnetization. The optimum demagnetizing field for this study was 
chosen as that field in which the two pilot specimens from a site had 
the smallest angular divergence. The rest of the site was then demag­
netized at that field strength. Sites with low optimum demagnetizing 
field strengths were usually isolated without subjecting them to the 
full spectrum of cleatnlng fields. Occasionally after the completion 
of cleaning a site at lt3 optimum demagnetization level one or more 
samples from that site would still be divergent from the group, in which 
case they were subjected to successively higher demagnetizing field 
strengths until they reached a "stable end point". A stable end point 
is define! by McElhinny and Gough (1963) as that point during the demag­
netization process when the direction of remanent magnetization of a 
sau5)le ceases to change with further Increase in the strength of the 
demagnetizing field. This technlq.ue was also used by Diehl (1972) and 
Diehl and others (197^)*
Mcst of the sites responded well to the cleaning process and some 
examples of successfully cleaned sites are presented in figures 2 and 3» 
Some specimens continued changing directions at all cleaning levels 
indicating that they had no stable remanencej these sites were rejected 
as \instable.
Statistical Analysis
The sampling methods of paleomagnetism are designed to be used with 
a hierarchlal system of directional averaging! that is, sample directions 
are combined to give a site mean direction, and subsequently site mean 
directions are combined to give a formation or unit mean direction. Like
9
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most analyses of laleomagnetic data this paper employs the statistical 
method devised by Fisher (1953) for the averaging of paleomagnetic dir­
ections. In this method, magnetic directions are represented "by unit 
vectors, originating at the center of a sphere, distributed with an 
angular probability density
P(e)^ (K/4Ttsinh K)exp(K cos O ),
In this formula © is the angle between the magnetic direction and the 
mean direction and K is a precision parameter that describes the disper­
sion of the magnetic directions. In a true Fisher distribution this 
density is axially symmetric about the true mean. If the individually 
determined paleomagnetic directions correspond to directions of the paleo- 
geomagnetic field^ then K also provides an inverse measure of the angular 
dispersion produced by the paleo-geomagnetic secular variation (Cox, 1969). 
The true mean direction is usually unknown in paleomagnetic studies and an 
estimate of the true mean direction is often the object of such a study. 
Accordingly, Fisher (1953) shows that the best estimate of the true mean 
direction is the direction of the vector sum of the unit vectors of the 
population being considered. Fisher (1953) also gives the best estimate 
of K as
k - (N-1)/(N-R)
for k greater than three. N is the number of unit vectors in the calcula­
tion and R is the length of the vector sum of the N unit vectors. It is 
apparent that as R approaches N, k increases and the dispersion decreases.
Fisher (1953) also developed a technique to deteimiine the reliability, 
at any specified probability level, of the estimated mean direction. This 
parameter is commonly known as alpha, the radius of the circle of confidence.
The true mean direction of N samples, chosen from an Infinite population 
of directions, lies exactly at the center of a cone shaped surface that 
has a circular Intersection with the surface of the unit sphere. The 
true mean direction for the population lies Inside the cone, centered 
on the mean for the sample, with the specified pTOhahlllty level. Most 
commonly In paleomagnetIsm the circle of confidence Is chosen as the circle 
having a 95^ prohahlllty of containing the true mean direction. This 
circle of confidence is called alpha 95 an<i any point outside It has only 
a 5?S chance of being the true mean direction. Fisher (l953) gives the 
following equation for determining the radii of various circles of con­
fidence for Fisherian distributions!
cos(alpha)^__p= lJ^^]^(l/P)(l/(N-l))_^^
where P is the specified probability level and N and R are as previously 
described. Calculation of a circle of confidence for an estimated mean 
direction allows that direction to be compared with other estimated mean 
directions or pole positions. Directions are considered to be signifi­
cantly different if their circles of confidence at a specified probability 
level do not overlap (Cox and Doell, 1960j Irving, 1964). A more complete 
discussion of statistical techniques in paleomagnetism may be found in 
McElhlnny (l96?f 1973) and Irving (1964).
The model used to represent the magnetic field of the earth in the 
analysis of paleomagnetic data is the axial geocentric dipole field model 
(McsElhinny, 1973). This model expresses the long term behavior of the 
field well and corresponds to the field of a geocentric dipole directed 
along the rotational axis of the earth. The use of this model makes it 
possible to calculate a geomagnetic pole corresponding to any given site
15
mean direction. Ideally, jjaleomagnetic sites are collected so that they 
represent a very short period of geologic tlmej a geomagnetic pole cal­
culated from one of these spot measurements of the field is called a 
virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP). The aixial geocentric dipole field model 
only describes the magnetic field of the earth when averaged over a period 
of several thousajids of years. This makes it necessary to average several 
VGP's, or to calculate a pole from the mean direction of several sites, 
in order to obtain a pole that corresponds to an ancient geographic pole 
relative to the study area. Such a pole is termed a paleomagnetic pole.
The distribution of a set of VGP's about a paleomagnetic pole can be 
described by the technique of Fisher (l953)i because they also correspond 
to a set of points distributed on a sphere. The mean pole position calcu­
lated in this manner will have its associated circle of confidence and 
precision parameter. When a paleomagnetic pole is calculated from a for­
mation mean direction the associated circle of confidence maps into an 
oval of confidence about the paleomagnetic pole. Parameters dP guid dM may 
be calculated from alpha and the paleolatitude; these define the major and 
minor semi-axes of the oval of confidence. dP lies along the great circle 
between the site location and the calculated pole position while dM lies 
normal to that great circle. Paleomagnetic poles calculated in this manner 
have the semi-axes of their ovals of confidence (dP and dM) listed in place 
of a radius for a circle of confidence. The two confidence limits are 
interpreted in the same manner. Two poles are significantly different if 
their limits of confidence do not overlap. A complete derivation of the 
equations for geomagnetic poles from paleomagnetic data can be found in 
Stacey (I969) or McElhinny (1973)*
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Rella'billty Criteria
Frequently In paleomagnetlc studies some sites and/or samples do not 
yield results of sufficient accuracy to "be considered a reliable estimate 
of the ancient geomagnetic field direction. In analyzing paleomagnetlc 
data it is necessary to determine what reliance can be placed on measured 
directions as being true indicators of the paleomagnetlc field. Irving 
(1964) first suggested a set of minimum criteria that a group of paleo- 
magnetic results must pass in order to be considered reliable. Since 
that time requirements have been made more stringent} they vary by author 
and are quite arbitrary. As the method of Fisher (1953) was used to 
statistically analyze the sites and pole of this study the first reliabil­
ity criteria employed was that a site had to have enough samples to be 
considered statistically reliable. Greer (1962) states that four samples 
will give a statistically meaningful direction; any site in this study 
with less than four samples was rejected. Diehl and others (19?4) and 
Beck (1972) also use four sites as a statistically meaningful sample. A 
second reliability criteria applied to the sites was that they must have 
an alpha 95 of less than 15°. This is completely arbitrary; Irving (1964) 
suggests 25°f Diehl and others (l9?4) use 20°, Symons (1973) and Beck 
(1972 use 15°» Wilson (l9?0) uses 12°, and Ade-Hall and others (19?2) and 
TanaJca and Kono (1973) use 10°. The third criteria applied was that an 
individual sample in a site must be within twice the angular standard 
deviation of the site mean. Symons (1974, 1973) uses three times the 
angular standard deviation while Ade-Hall and others (l9?2) and Hoblitt 
and Larson (1975) simply discard samples that are "clearly" or "distinctly" 
different from the mean direction. A fourth criteria Involved rejecting 
individual samples that did not reach a stable end point during the
18
Determination of Effective Domain Size
Some sites had to be rejected because no samples in the site reached 
a stable end point during the magnetic cleaning process (sites 45, 48, 52)* 
When this happened an investigation was made in order to determine the 
effective domain size of the magnetic mineral (assumed to be magnetite) 
in these sites, because magnetic stability in rocks has been found to be 
a function of domain size (Stacey and Banerjee, 1974} Dunlop and others, 
1973} Dunlop, 1968} Dickson and others, I966). High stability has been 
attributed to single domain grains functioning as the effective carrier 
of remanence while low stability is related to multi-domain grains,
Lowrie and Fuller (l97l) have devised a test to distinguish magneti­
zation dominated by single domain grains from that of multi-domain grains. 
The most practical version of the test involves the comparison of NRM 
with artificially induced saturation IRM. Lowrie and Fuller (l97l) found 
that the demagnetization characteristics of single domain and multi- 
domain carriers behave in the following two waysi
1) for single domain carriers stability of TRM increases with
decreasing intensity of the ambient magnetic field during
acquisition of TRM^ so saturation IRM is relatively less stable
than weak field TRM,
2) for multi-domain carriers stability of TRM decreases with
decreasing field strength^ so saturation IRM is relatively
more stable than weak field TRM.
demagnetization process (Beck, 1972| McElhinny and Gough, 1963)* Forty
of the original 53 sites involved in this study survived these rejection
criteria (table l). For a list and short discussion of the sites and
samples that were rejected at this point see appendix 1.
It then follows that if the nomallzed alternating field demagnetization 
curve for the NRM of an igneous rock lies "below the normalized curve of 
the saturation IBM then the NRM is carried predominantly by multi-domain 
grains I if the NRM curve is above the IRM curve then most of the remanence 
is carried by single domain grains. The results of this test on repre­
sentative samples are shown in figures 4 and 5* The magnetization of 
samples 74282, 74300, and 74319» representatives of the unstable sites 
(45, 48, 52), is dominated by multi-domain grains while that of sample 
74140, from a stable site (23), is due to single domain grains. These 
results indicate that the magnetic instability of sites 45, 48, and 52 







































Declination Inclination _K -95 X N
356.58 31.49 50.87 10.83 10.17 5
355.17 36.23 29.55 14.31 13.36 5
153.05 -28.75 138.92 5.14 6.37 7
162.85 -33.4 296.67 3.90 4.30 6
158.99 -41.23 299.63 4.43 4.19 5
122.67 -59.46 16.50 19.4o 17.91 5
328.75 67.48 430.37 3.23 3.57 6
34.89 77.4 295.48 3.90 4.3 6
351.53 63.69 698.29 2.54 2.80 6
180.48 -45.45 417.19 4.50 3.44 4
198.36 -26.62 466.24 4.26 3.25 4
195.12 -28.15 163.46 5.26 5.79 6
180.66 -26.91 342.07 3.63 4.00 6
99.32 -48.15 586.15 3.16 2.99 5
0.12 45.9 112.10 5.73 7.09 7
357.53 38.57 35.06 8.82 12.93 9
2.55 54.73 489.81 2.73 3.39 7
9.17 53.19 165.46 4.71 6.12 7
11.83 53.55 1212.05 1.93 2.25 6
168.57 -26.85 142.00 5.64 6.21 6
351.68 58.92 254.94 4.80 4.54 5
353.57 58.46 678.35 2.57 2.84 6
337.22 52.07 165.93 5.22 5.53 6
183.28 -56.17 240.03 4.33 4.78 6
187.20 -55.35 654.36 3.59 2.74 4
160.89 -59.64 390.11 3.88 3.67 4
2^.78 -19.82 473.69 4.23 3.23 4
112.24 -60.26 500.52 2.70 3.35 7
132.10 -48.06 312.62 5.2 3.97 4
173.03 -44.33 142.42 5.63 6.20 6
164.89 -57.17 317.74 3.76 4.15 6
123.16 -50.18 374.89 3.12 3.88 7
235.92 -14.70 240.28 4.95 4.68 5
238.66 -20.72 131.43 5.28 6.55 7
158.55 -72.32 526.41 2.92 3.22 6
a
Site Declination Inclination K -95
g. N
66 154.13 -42.45 86.86 6.51 8.06 7
14 1^14.01 -36.38 111.32 5.77 7.15 7
54 145.86 -30.85 128.15 5.94 6.54 6
57 144.94 -14.47 214.94 4.13 5.12 7
58 21.68 69.38 150.46 7.51 5.72 4
Sites 37,43,50,58, and 6l did not pass the outlined reli­
ability criteria ajid eire not used in the calculation of 
pole positions or ajigular dispersion. They are considered 
reliable enoxigh for polarity determination (Table ?).
K is the best estimate of Fishers (1953) precision parameter.
is the radius of the circle of confidence at the ninety- 
five percent probability level.
S is Wilson's (1959) angular dispersion factor (cos ^(r/N)).
N is the number of saunples in a site.
Table 1. Site mean directions not corrected for geologic dip.
22
Figure 4. Plot of normalized intensity versus magnetic cleaning level 
for NRM and saturation IBM.
J Intensity of magnetization at a particular cleaning 
level.
Intensity of magnetization "before cleaning.
23
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Figure 5. Plot of normalized intensity versus magnetic cleaning level 
for NRM and saturation IBM.
J Intensity of magnetization at a particular cleaning 
level.





Figure 6 is a stereographic projection of the site mean directions 
of the reversed and normal polarity sites that were eventually used for 
the paleomagnetic pole and secular variation calculations of this report. 
Not all the sites that passed the previously described reliability 
criteria (table l) are represented in Figure 6j those not included had 
to be eliminated from the data set for reasons to be described shortly. 
Before calculating a paleomagnetic pole and total angular dispersion from 
site mean directions that include both normal and reverse polarity sites 
it is necessary to show that both polarities represent the same mean 
direction so that they may be combined to make the afore-mentioned calcu­
lations. Table 2 is a presentation of the overall mean directions for 
the normal and reversed sites shown in figure 6. Figure 7 is a 
stereographic projection of the data of table 2 after the normal sites 
were changed (declination + 180°, inclination changed in sign) to 
reversed directions} the plot shows that the mean directions are indis­
tinguishable at the ninety-five percent confidence level. This data 
format will be used for the remainder of this report.
Problematic sites
Figure 8 is a stereographic projection of the site mean directions of 
those sites that satisfy the previously described reliability criteria} 
figure 8 shows all the sites of table 1. The plot shows that most of the 
sites are grouped in the south-east quadrant with the exception of four
27
Figure 6. Equal area plot of site mean directions used in pole and 




Table 2. Site mean directions corrected for geologic dip. The
parameters K, Agr, f, and N are as in table 1. Sites
8, 40, and 42 are combined as are sites 4 and 15 (see text).
30
Site Declination Inclination K A95 1. N
01 351.50 59.00 254.94 4.80 4.54 5
02 353.50 58.50 678.35 2.57 2.84 6
03 337.00 52.00 165.93 5.22 5.53 6
0? 0.00 46.00 112.10 5.73 7.09 7
8,40,42 20.50 48.00 289.00 1.92 4.65 20
12 356.50 31.50 50.87 10.83 10.17 5
13 355.00 36.00 29.55 14.31 13.36 5
41 10.00 40.00 35.06 8.82 12.93 9
44 351.50 64.50 698.29 2.54 2.80 6
50 339.00 70.00 295.48 3.90 4.30 6
51 3^5.50 53.00 430.37 3.23 3.57 6
58 21.50 69.50 150.46 7.51 5.72 4
Mean of 358.00 54.00 27.39 8.44 14.46 12
above
4,15 185.00 -56.00 328.00 2.67 4.25 10
05 150.00 -53.00 312.62 5.20 3.97 4
06 188.50 -4?.00 142.42 5.63 6.20 6
14 145.00 -34.50 111.32 5.77 7.15 7
16 184.00 -50.50 317.74 3.76 4.15 6
17 i4i.oo -57.00 374.89 3.12 3.88 7
18 185.50 -45.00 4i?.19 4.50 3.44 4
19 201.00 -25.50 466.24 4.26 3.25 4
20 197.50 -27.50 163.46 5.26 5.79 6
21 153.00 -29.00 138.92 5.14 6.37 7
22 163.00 -33.50 296.67 3.90 4.30 6
23 159.00 -41.00 299.63 4.43 4.19 5
46 168.50 -27.00 142.00 5.64 6.21 6
54 146.00 -31.00 128.15 5.94 6.54 6
57 144.50 -l4.50 214.94 4.13 5.12 7
66 147.50 -36.00 86,86 6.51 8.06 7
Mean of 166.00 -40.00 15.83 9.57 19.82 16
above
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Figure 7. Equal area plot of mean directions (corrected to southern 
hemisphere) of reversed and normal sites of figure 6 and 
table 2.















which have a more south-westerly azimuth and shallow inclination. Of 
these four sites, three are from this study (sites 3^, 35» 3?) and one 
(SJI5) is from Tanaka and Kono (1973)» Sites 3^ and 35 this study 
were collected as Dillon Mesa Tuff while site 37 and SJI5 (Tanaka and 
Kono, 1973) were collected as Sapinero Mesa Tuff (Lipman, personal 
commvinicatlon, 197^)* In addition to these apparently anomalous sites 
two other sites from this study (36, 65) are in the Sapinero Mesa Tuff 
and site 64 is in the Dillon Mesa Tuff. These latter three sites have 
directions which are closer to the mean (figure 8). Geographically, 
sites 34, 35t 36, 37f are located close together whereas sites 64, 65, 
also located close to one another, are about 45 km away (appendix 2).
Four possible explanations for the abearrant site directions (34, 35, 
37f SJI5) are discussed belowj
1) It is possible that the four directions are anomalous because
the units Involved have been tectonically deformed. However,
to bring the four aberrant directions into the group with a
tectonic correction would require a rotation around a vertical
axis of around 50° or a rotation around a north-striking hori­
zontal axis of about 70°. The maximum dip in the area involved
is about 20° and the local geology is such that the likelihood
of a rotation about a vertical axis is very small. Site 36
is also from the same area as anomalous sites 34, 35i 37 and
a tectonic correction of this sort would move the direction of
site 36 well outside the mean. Hence, the problem cannot be
solved realistically with a correction for geologic structure.
However, these sites are in a valley where there has been large- 
scale landsllding and block slumps (Lipman, personal communication.
36
1975)I this is also a possible mechanism for rotation of the 
blocks.
2) Remagnetization of the sites during a polarity transition, or
perhaps during a time of unusually large secular variation,
could account for the anomalous directions, A remagnetization
of this type could be caused by a local thermal event raising
the rocks in question above their Curie temperatures. If this
is the case then site 36 should also have been remaignetized as
it is geographically between sites 35 37 a.nd only .9 km
from the latter (appendix 2), These spatial relations make
this an untenable solution to the problem,
3) If the anomalous directions are the result of the sites gaining
their primary TRM during a polarity transition or transient
fluctuation, with the geology as we know it, then this Implies
that the Saplnero Mesa Tuff and the Dillon Mesa Tuff have
recorded two separate transient events with such timing that the
direction during magnetization was the same both times. As
transient events are very Infrequently recorded in the paleo- 
magnetic record, this seems highly unlikely. Also since the
Dillon Mesa Tuff and Saplnero Mesa Tuff of sites 64, 36, and 65
give directions fairly close to the mean. Implying that these
sites cooled at a time when the field was more normal, it follows
that these two ash-flow units were nagnetlzed over a period of
time long enough for an Important directional change to come
4about. This time period would be on the order of 10 years
(Cox, 1968)1 making this solution quite unfeasible.
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4) A fourth possible explanation of the aberrant directions is
that sites 34, 35» 37, and Sjl5 (Tanaka and Kono, 1973) are
in two distinct units in Cebolla Creeki a "Dillon Mesa-like"
unit, overlain by a "Sapinero Mesa-like" unit. Apparently,
these units were magnetized during a polarity transition or
dipole excursion. The verification of this solution is
dependent on field investigation (Lipman, personal commvinica- 
tlon, 1975)1 because of this the problem must remain unresolved
for the purposes of the present study.
Because the identification and relationships of the sites involved 
in this problem (34, 35, 36, 37, 64, 65) are in question they were all 
removed from the data set before the calculation of the paleomagnetic 
pole and angular dispersion. The rejection of these sites did not maJce 
a significant difference, at the ninety-five percent confidence level, 
in the pole position or angular dispersion.
Site 53, Willow Creek unit of the Batchelor Mountain member. Car­
penter Ridge Tuff, was collected from a structurally complex area that 
was quite sheared (appendix 2), Reliable structural data on a local 
scale is not available for this site; hence its direction is not con­
sidered to be a reliable estimate of the Tertiary magnetic field and 
was not used in the pole position or angular dispersion calculations.
The site is considered sufficiently accurate for inclusion in the 
polarity stratigraphy (table 5)*
Sites 8, 40, and 42 are all from the Fish Canyon Tuff, a fast- 
cooling outflow sheet from the LaGarlta caldera (Steven and others, 1974). 
The site mean directions from these sites are quite close together
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(figure 8) and probably represent directions from the same point in 
time. To reduce any potential bias in calculating the mean pole position 
of this study that might be introduced by giving each of these sites 
unit weight in the pole calculation, they have been combined, A mean 
direction has been calculated for these three sites (appendix 2) and it 
is this mean direction that is used for the Fish Canyon Tuff in the 
following calculations. Sites 4 and 15, in the caldeia-filling rhyolite 
of the Uncompaghre caldera (Lipman, personal communications), represent 
the same type of situation. Their site mean directions are very close 
(figure 8) and the sampling localities are less than 300 m apart. These 
two sites have been combined to get a mean di3?ection (appendix 2) which 
is given unit weight in the pole position and angular dispersion calcula­
tions. Sites and combined sites that are used in the following calcula­
tions are presented in table 2.
Pole Position
The paleomagnetic pole calculated from the original data of this 
investigation is presented, along with the poles of Diehl and others 
(1974) and Tanaka and Kono (l973)» in table 3I these poles will be 
referred to as poles S, D, and TK for the balance of this section. The 
relative positions of these three poles, along with their confidence 
limits, are shown in figure 9* There is considerable overlap of the 
confidence limits for pole S with pole TK, Indicating that these two 
poles are indistinguishable at the ninety-five percent confidence inter­
val. This is to be expected because the two studies show considerable 
overlap in their sampling and many of the same formations are present in 
bothj thus they also cover nearly the same time span. Pole D, with no
Figure 9» Equal area plot of the data of table 3»
^ pole calculated In this report.
Q pole of Diehl and others (l97^) corrected since 
publication.




overlap at the ninety-five percent confidence level, is significantly 
different from the pole calculated in this study. In comparison to 
this study and the work of Tanaka and Kono (1973)* Diehl and others 
(1974) sampled farther south in the San Juan volcanic field and col­
lected a suite of rocks that is somewhat older. It is probably this 
difference in age that makes pole D significantly different at the 
ninety-five percent confidence levelj at a higher confidence level it 
would be statistically indistinguishable from pole S, Poles IK £tnd D 
do show some overlap at the ninety-five percent confidence level 
(figure 9) and are therefore indistinguishable at that level. The ages, 
and their relative weighting in the pole calculation, of the rocks 1 
sampled by Tanaka and Kono (1973) transgress farther into the strati­
graphic range of Diehl and others (1974) than the ages of the rocks in 
this studyj this is the probable cause of the slight overlap of poles 
TK and D.
The pole of this study and that of Diehl and others (19?4), pre­
sented in table 3, are corrected for geologic dip of the sampling sitesf 
the pole of Tanaka and Kono (l973) is not so corrected. In order to 
determine the effect of the structural corrections the pole of this study 
was recalculated without any corrections for tectonic tilting. Both poles, 
and other pertinent data, are presented in table 4 along with an anala- 
gous calculation for the pole of Diehl and others (1974) (Diehl, personal 
communication). In both cases, at the ninety-five percent confidence 
level, the poles (S and D), calculated with and without tectonic correc­
tions, are statistically Indistinguishable. The associated precision 
parameters and angular dispersion factors are also indistinguishable at 
that confidence level. Most of the tectonic corrections of this report
42
Latitude Longitude °E dP dM
This report 75.16° 110.88° 5.37° 8.57°
Diehl and others,
(1974) 85.63° 302.17° 8.24° 10.97° —
Tanaka and Kono,
(1973) 76.10° 125.5° — — — — 9.0°
Table 3, San Juan volcanic field pole positions. The pole of Diehl
and others (1974) represents a correction made by Diehl
(personal communication) since publication.
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Before Tectonic Corrections
Latitude °N Longitude °E dP dM
This report 73.^2° 121.27° 5.46° 8.69°
Diehl and others, 
(1974) 86.79° 234.92° 8.19° 10.86°
After Tectonic Corrections
Latitude °N Longitude °E dP dM
This report 75.16° 110.88° 5.37° 8.57°
Diehl and others, 
(1974) 85.63° 302.17° 8.24° 10.97°
Table 4. Poles calculated from this report and Diehl and others 
(19?4) with and without tectonic corrections. The pole 
of Diehl and others (l9?4) represents a correction made 
by Diehl (personal communication) since publication.
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and of Diehl and others (19?4) are small with the average correction 
"being less thaji 5°, the largest correction in either study was 17° (this 
report). The generally flat attitude of the various formations and the 
small dip of those that have "been deformed accounts for the lack of a 
significant change in the pole positions, or their associated parameters, 
when the tectonic corrections are applied.
In table 5 the pole from this study, the pole from Diehl and others, 
(1974), and Tertiary poles from the "A" group data of Hicken and others 
(1972) for the central United States are combined to form a new paleo- 
magnetic pole for the Tertiary of era tonic North Anfirlca, The positions 
of the poles used to calculate this new Tertiary pole are shown in figure 
10. The pole of Tanaka and Kono (l'973) was not used in this calculation
because it is essentially the same as the pole for the San Juan volcanics 
calculated in this report. If both were given unit weight in the calcu­
lation of the new pole there would be a biasing effect towards the 
position of the pole for the younger San Juan volcanics. Figure 11 shows 
this new Tertiary pole; it is not statistically different from the present 
axis of rotation at the ninety-five percent confidence interval. This 
indicates that cratonic North America has not moved significantly towards 
or away from the axis of rotation since the Tertiary. This, of course, 
does not preclude any east—west motion of the North American plate.
Based on sea-floor anomaly patterns Pitman and Taiwan! (1972) have shown 
that the spreading rate of North America relative to Europe was about 
2 cm yr”^ for the period from -53 myi" to -9 myr; due to this rate of 
spreading a rotation of less than 15° (maximum) has occured between North 
America and Eumsia for the time span of this pole calculation. An 
analysis of some data on the azimuths of transform faults in the north
45
Latitude Longitude °E dP dM S5
Torreson and
others (1949) 85.00° 168.00° CD • 0 0
00• --
Kono and others,
(196?) 87.8° 101.1° — — 19.3°
Ozima and others,
(196?) 84.9° 90.8° 8.9° 13.2° —
Doell and others,




Strangway, (1968) 68.0° 189.0° 18.0° 23.0° —
Larson and
Strangway, (1969) 81.0° 211.0° 16.0° 20.0° —
York and others,
(1971) 81.6° 131.0° 15.0° 21.3° —
Diehl and others,
(1974) 85.63° 302.17° 8.24° 10.97° —




84.59° 150.58° — — 6.04°
Table 5* Combination of Tertiary poles of the central United States.
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Figure 10. Equal area plot of the poles, and their associated ovals of 
confidence, that were combined with the poles of this report 
and that of Diehl and others (19?4) to form the new Tertiary 




Figure 11. Equal area plot of the new Tertiary pole, and its circle 





Atlantic from Morgan (1968) shows that the mean strike of the twenty 
faults that he presents is about 85°; indicating that any motion of 
the North American plate relative to Europe is east-west and would 
not be expected to be discerned by this pole calculation.
Frequently poles from the west coast of North America, an axea.
of greater tectonic mobility, are discordant with respect to poles 
from the craton (Beck and Noson, 1971» Packer and Stone, 197^; Beck, 
1975* Beck, in press). The pole presented here (Table 5) provides 
a good checkpoint for comparison with Tertiary poles from areas of 
suspected tectonic rotation or translation with respect to the 
craton.
Wilson and Ade-Hall (l970) showed that Tertiary and Quaternary 
poles tend to be on the far side of the rotation axis from the area 
being studied, Wilson (1970, 1971) studied this effect further and 
to account for the anomalous distribution proposed the offset 
axial dipole hypothesis. This hypothesis involves a model of the 
magnetic field in which the main dipole is shifted to the north a few 
degrees. The effect of this model, in the northern hemisphere, is to 
flatten the inclination of the magnetic field with respect to the 
inclination expected from an axial dipole. If the offset axial dipole 
hypothesis (Wilson, 1970, 1971) is correct, then the Tertiairy pole 
calculated here may be too far north by a few degrees. The available 
Tertiary poles for North America do not prove or disprove Wilson's 




The geomagnetic field Is axially symmetric when averaged over a 
period of 10^ years or more (Cox, 1969)* Over shorter periods the 
magnetic field is not necessarily axially symmetric ajtid changes with 
time I this is known as secular variation and may he auialyzed hy looking 
at fluctuations in the main dipole and non-dipole fields. In paleomagi- 
netic studies a measure of secular variation is obtained hy observing 
the scatter of directions from a number of sites representing indepen­
dent points in time about their mean direction. This scatter can be 
attributed to the following characteristics of the magnetic field 
(KcSlhinny, 1973)*
a) changes in the strength and direction of the non-dipole field,
b) changes in strength of the main dipole (dipole oscillations),
c) changes in the orientation of the main dipole, such that on
the average the dipole axis coincides with the rotation axis
(dipole wobble).
Experimental error, associated with field or laboratory techniques, 
can also contribute to scatter in paleomagnetic directions. In this 
study these errors have been held to a minimum with two possible excep­
tions! 1) errors in tectonic corrections and, 2) the poor fit of the sun 
compass orientation tool on the sample. Any errors in tectonic corrections 
would probably make no significant difference (see the previous discussion 
on this and table 4). The mismatch of the sun compass tool and the drill 
bits resulted in slightly greater within site dispersion for the sun 
compass orientations than for the magnetic compass orientations. With-in 
site dispersion gives the probable error with which each true site mean
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direction is known. An allowance was made for this Increased error 
when the between site angular dispersion, an important measure of paleo- 
secular variation, was calculated. This correction, termed a successive 
two tier analysis by Greer and Sanver , calculates the true between
site dispeiTslon using!
C= C - L/N
whereis the true between site dispersion,/^ is the total measured 
angular dispersion of the group of site mean directions andis the root 
mean square value of the angular dispersions of the N individual sites 
whose directions sum vectorially to magnitude R.
Assuming that the successive two tier method (Creer and Sanver, I969) 
gives a good estimate of the within site dispersion 92, for this
study) the value of the paleosecular variation (true between site disper­
sion) for the San Juan volcanic field as calculated from this study is 
17.63°, This is calculated from the data presented in table 3« Ninety- 
five percent confidence limits of 21.7° and 1^,8° can be placed on this 
result, Cox (1969), Diehl and others (197^) report a between site disper­
sion of 16.35° from somewhat older rocks farther south in the field. 
Ninety-five percent confidence limits for their dispersion and number of 
sites (I8) are 21.2° and 13«3°, Tanaka and Kono (1973) report paleomag- 
netic results from the San Juan volcanic field which overlaps the work of 
Diehl and others (l97^) and this study. The dispersion reported by Tanaka 
and Kono (1973) and the coixrespending confidence limits are 18.9° (25*9° 
and 1^.9°). All of these calculated values of paleosecular variation 
encompass a fairly large time span (Tanaka and Kono, 8x10^ yr; Diehl and 
others, 15x10^ yr| this report, 1^x10^ yr). It is possible that a long 
period variation in the magnetic field could make a significant
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contribution to the true paleosecular variation over time spans such 
as these. Testing this hypothesis, TanaJca and Kono (1973) found that 
the dispersion calculated for shorter time spans from the same rocks 
gave values with no significant difference. The results from these 
three studies show considerable overlap and no significant differences. 
This indicates that secular variation in the San Juan field was essen­
tially the same for the time span covered by these reports (-I8myr to 
-35inyi‘) and throughout the evolution of the volcanic field.
Although the difference is statistically insignificant the angular 
dispersions given in these studies are all larger than similar values 
(angular dispersions) predicted for the latitude of the San Juan vol­
canic field by various models for paleosecular variation. The Creer-Gox 
model (Greer, 1962} Gox, I962) predicts a value of about 14.75° the 
model of Cox (1970) predicts an angular dispersion value of about 15°.
The slightly higher-than-predicted values for the secular variation during 
the evolution of the San Juan volcanic field, are in agreement with the 
results of other worfcers that show the Tertiary as being a time of some­
what higher than normal secular variation ( Greer and Sanver, 1969} 
Evans, 1970; Brock, 19715 Gromme and McKee, 1971)• The results also con­
form to geomagnetic secular variation model E (Baag and Helsley, 1974).
Reversal Stratigraphy
Table 6 shows the reversal stratigraphy of various extrusive and 
hypabyssal units from the San Juan volcanic field. A minimum of l4 
polarity transitions occurred during San Juan volcanism. Due to the 
episodic nature of volcanism, inherent errors in radiometric dating, the 
existence of short polarity events, and secular variation, an absolute
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Stratigraphic Unit Site(s) Age Polarity




Sunshine Peak Tuff 6l 22.5 R
Sultan Mountain Stock (D) N
Fisher Quartz Latite 51 26.4 N
Snowshoe Mountain Tuff 50 N
Nelson Mountain Tuff 44 N
Rat Creek Tuff (0) N
Lavas of Uncompaghre Peeik 18,19,20 R
Waaon Park Tuff 43 R




Crystal Lake Tuff 4l N
Fish Canyon Tuff 8,40,42 27.8 N
Masonic Park Tuff (D) 28.2 R




Burns Formation 4,15 M
Sapinero Mesa Tuff 36,37,65 R
Eureka Tuff 5.6,16,1? R
Dillon Mesa Tuff 34,35.64 R
Blue Mesa Tuff 66 R
Ute Ridge Tuff l4 28.4 R
Alamosa River Stock (0) 29.1 M
Upper Member, Summitville 
Andesite
(D) R
Ra Jadero Member, Treasure 
Mountain Tuff
(D) R
Ojito Creek Member, Treasure 
Mountain Tuff
(0) N
Middle Tuff (D) N
Lower Member, Summitville (0) R
Andesite
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Stratigraphic Unit Site(G) Age Polarity
La Jara Canyon Member,
Treasure Mountain Tuff
(D) 29.8 R
Pre-Caldera Andesites 54.57.58 32.0 M
Rhyodacite of La Garita
Creek
(T) 34.0 N
Conejos Formation (D) 30-35 M
Table 6. Stratigraphic column showing polarity sequence,
(D) represents polarrities determined by Diehl and
others (l97^)•
(T) represents polarities determined by TanaJca and
Kono (1973)*
♦ Exact stratigraphic position unknown
N sites with normal polarity 
R sites with reversed polarity 
M sites with mixed polarities
Ages, in millions of years before present, are from 
Lipman and others (l9?0)•
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correlation of this reversal sequence with other geomagnetic polarity 
time scales is not feasible. An error of one percent in dating a rock 
of 20myr results in an error of 2x10-^ yr| an error of this magnitude 
represents a period of time longer than many polarity intervals (Cox 
and Dalrymple, 1967f Watkins, 1975)* The existence and precise time 
span of these short events can only be determined with the use of 
paleomagnetic data from ocean sediments and magnetic profiles from 
spreading centers (Baldwin and others, 197^)* For the same reasons 
it is not possible to correlate the reversal sequence presented here 
with sequences from different areas of similar age. The reversal 
stratigraphy developed in this report is sufficiently detailed to faci­
litate future geologic mapping and aid in correlation of mineralization 
with volcanism, in the San Juan volcanic field.
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Conclusions
The paleomai^netic pole calculated from the data of this thesis is 
located at 75.l6°N and 110.88°E (dp=5.3?°, dm=8.57°). This pole is 
significantly different, at the 95/^ confidence level, from the pole of 
Diehl and others (197^) which was calculated from somewhat older rocks 
farther southeast in the San Juan volcanic field. These 2 poles have 
been combined with 9 other Tertiary poles from the central United States 
to yield a new Tertiary paleomagnetic pole for cratonic North America.
This Tertiary pole, at 84.59°N and 150.58°E (o<^^=6.04°), is statistically 
indistinguishable at the 95^ confidence interval from the present-day 
axis of rotation, indicating that the North American plate has not moved 
relative to the rotational axis since the Tertiary.
The value of the paleosecular variation (true between site disper­
sion) for the San Juan volcanic field as calculated from this study is 
17.63°. Similar results from different areas of the San Juan volcanic 
field (Diehl and others, 1974; Tanaka and Kono, 1974) indicate that this 
estimate of paleosecular variation is reasonable for the time span 
covered by these reports ( -l8my to -35®y)•
A minimum of l4 polarity transitions occured during San Juan vol- 
canism. The reversal stratigraphy developed herein is sufficiently de­
tailed to facilitate future geologic work in the San Juan volcanic field. 
However, due to the lack of precision in age dating, it cannot be corre­
lated with reversal sequences from different areas of similar age.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Rejected sites and samples
Site Number Reasons for Rejection
74-10 Green sediments beneath the Fish Canyon Tuff.
Alpha 95 greater than 15°, normal polarity.
74-11 Eureka Tuff, Henson creek section. Alpha 95 
greater than 15°, reverse polarity.
74-45 Bums Formation andesite. Samples from this site 
did not reach stable end points during the cleaning 
pTOcess. The Lowrie and Fuller test Indicated that 
samples from this site have multi-donain grains.
74-47 Pyroxene andesite. Alpha 95 greater than 15°.
74-48 Pyroxene andesite. This site had only three samples.
74-49 This site consisted of one sample drilled in an 
included block a mega-breccia unit. Direction
of this sample was near north with a negative 
inclination possibly indicating that it was not 
heated above the Curie point when it was Included 
in the breccia.
74-52 Mammoth Mountain Tuff. Samples from this site did 
not reach stable end points and the Lowrie and
Fuller test Indicated that the samples were domi- 
.nated by multi-domain magnetic minerals.
74-55 Pre-caldera andesite. Alpha 95 greater than 15°.
74-56 Pre-caldera andesite. Alpha 95 greater than 15°.
7^61 Sunshine Peak Tuff. Alpha 95 greater than 15°.
74-62 Tuff-dike. Alpha 95 greater than 15° and all 
samples were broken off during drilling a possible 
result being large orientation errors.
74-68 Large boulder of Sapinero Mesa Tufg in a mega­
breccia. Alpha 95 greater than 15 .
In ciddition to the above, the follovring sites were 
not used in the pole or paleosecular variation 
calculations because they lack sun compass orien­
tations.
74-37 Sapinero Mesa Tuff
74-50 Snowshoe Mountain Tuff
74-58 Pre-caldera phyollte dike
74-59 Pyroxene andesite
















All of the above samples were rejected because they were greater 
than twice the angular standard deviation from the site mean direction. 
The samples rejected from site 15, a rhyolite flow, were of opposite 
polarity than the rest of the sitej their declinations differed by 
about 170°. There are three reasonable explanations for this difference 
(1) two cooling units are present in the flow, (2) one of the groups
was sampled in a slump block that rotated 180° about an east-west axis
and, (3) part of the flow is self-reversing. A solution to this 
problem is dependent on further sampling.
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FISHER ON SAf^PLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN























DELTAS 4.54 KAPPAs 254.94
5E.92
PLATS 83.28 PLONG*-179.63 DELPs 5.34 DELMs 7,16
SITE LATITUDES 37.92 SITE L0NGITUCE=-107.33
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL
74-02 200 OE







R* 5.99263 DECLINATION= 353,57 INCLINATION* 58.46
ALPHA= 2.57 DELTA* 2.84 KAPPA* 678.36
PLAT= 84.82 PL0NG*-181,36 DELP* 2.83 CELM* 3.82
SITE LATITUDE= 37,92 SITE LONGITUOE=-107.33
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN























R= 5.97212 DECLINATION* 340.57 INCLINATION 52.
ALPHA* 5.02 DELTA* 5.53
PLAT* 73.33 PLONG* 150.15
KAPPA* 179.36
DELP* 4.70 DELM* 6.87
SITE LATITUDE* 37.92 SITE L0NGITUDE*-1G7.34
FISHER ON sample DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN























R= 5.97917 DECLINATION* 183.28 INCLINATION
ALPHA* 4.33 DELTA* 4.78 KAPPA* 240.03
PLAT* 87.12 PLONG* 6.89 DELP* 4.49 DELM* 6
-56.
.24
SITE latitude* 37.95 SITE LONGITUCE=-107.3C
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN


















R= 3.99040 DECLINATION= 132.10 INCLINATION* -AE.
ALPHA* 5.20 DELTA* 3.97 KAPPA* 312.62
PLAT* 49.55 PL0NG*-195.39 DELP* 4.45 DELM= 6.80
SITE LATITUDE* 38.02 SITE LCNGITUDE*-107.36
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FISHER ON SAf^PLE DIRECTICNS
POLE ON SITE MEAN























R= 5.96489 OECLINATION= 173.03 INCLINATION= -44.33
ALPHA= 5.63 DELTA= 6.20 KAPPA= 142.42
PLAT= 76.65 PLONG= 100.87 DELP= 4.44 CELM= 7.08
SITE LATITUDE* 38.01 SITE LONGITUOE=-107.31
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS











ALPHA* 5.73 DELTA* 7.09












DELP* 4.59 DELM* 7.25
SITE L0NGITUCE*-1C7.28










FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTICNS
POLE ON SITE MEAN

























R= 6.98775 DECLINATION^ 2.55 INCLINATION* 5A.
ALPHAS 2.73 
PLAT= 86.58
DELTA* 3.39 KAPPA* 489.81
PLONG* 35.12 DELP= 2.73 DELM* 3.86
SITE LATITUDE* 37.99 SITE LONGITUDE*-107.29
7A
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL
74-09 100 CE







R= 5.59576 DECLINATION^ 49.06 INCLINAT ION =
ALPHA=19,83 DELTA=21.15 KAPPA= 12.37
PLAT= 42.87 PLONG= -6.10 DELP = 12.71 DELM=22
SITE LATITUDE = 38.00 SITE LCNGITUCE=-1C7
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN




















R* 4.84694 DECLINATION* 10.10 INCLINATION* 59.
ALPHA*15.25 DELTA*14.2l KAPPA* 26.13
PLAT* 81.76 PLONG* -39.04 DELP*17.32 DELM*22.98
SITE LATITUDE* 38.00 SITE LONGITUCE*-107.29
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN





















R= 4.75048 DECLINATION* 116.87 INCLINATION* -45.
ALPHA*19.70 0ELTA*18.18 KAPPA* 16.03
plat* 36.72 PL0NG*-189.31 DELP=16.0l CELM=25.12
SITE LATITUDE* 38.02 SITE LONGITUDE*-107.34
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL
74-12 800 OE






R* 4.92137 DECLINATION* 356.58 INCLINATION* 31.
ALPHA=10.83 DELTA*10.17 KAPPA* 50.87
PLAT* 68.56 PLONG* 81.63 DELP* 6.81 CELM=12.14
SITE LATITUDE* 38.24 SITE L0NGITUDE*-107.34
FISHER ON sample DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN





















R* 4.86464 DECLINATION* 355.17 INCLINATION* 36.
ALPHA=14.31 DELTA=13.36 KAPPA* 29.55
PLAT* 71.40 PLONG* 87.00 DELP* 9.69 CELM=16.65
SITE LATITUDE* 38.24 SITE LONGITUDE=-107.34
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL
74-14 VARIOUS LEVELS TO 500 OE








R= 6,94561 DECLINATION* 144.01 INCLINATION* -36.38
ALPHA* 5.77 DELTA* 7,15 KAPPA* 110.32
PLAT* 54.13 PLONG* 142.86 DELP* 3.92 OELM* 6.73
SITE LATITUDE= 38.22 SITE LONGITUCE=-107.38
8C
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN

















R= 3.99542 DECLINATION* 187.20 inclination* -55.35
ALPHA* 3.59 DELTA* 2.74 KAPPA* 654.36
PLAT= 83.80 PLONG* 2.52 DELP* 3.65 DELM* 5.12
SITE LATITUDES 38.22 SITE LCNGITUDEs-107.38
FISHER ON SA^'PLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN




























DELTA* 4.15 KAPPA* 317.74
PLCNG=-193.88 CELP* 4.00 CELM* 5
-57.
.49
SITE LATITUOE= 38.03 SITE LONGITUDE*-107.32
82
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL
74-17 100 200 OE








R= 6.98400 DECLINATION= 123.16 INCLINATION* -SC.18
ALPHA= 3.12 DELTAS 3,88 KAPPAs 374.89
PLAT= 43.34 PL0NG=-188.14 DELP = 2.80 DELM= 4.18
SITE LATITUDE= 38.02 SITE L0NGITUCE=-107.33
8
FISHER CN SAr'PLE DIRECTICNS
POLE ON SITE MEAN


















R= 3.99281 DECLINATION* 180.48 INCLINATION* -45
ALPHA* 4.50 DELTA* 3.44 KAPPA* 417.19
PLAT* 78.91 PLONG* 70.50 DELP= 3.64 DELM* 5.72
.45
SITE LATITUDE* 38.01 SITE L0NGITUDE*-1C7.29
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN

















R= 3.99357 DECLINATION* 198.36 INCLINATION* -26.
ALPHA* 4.26 DELTA* 3.25
PLAT* 61.03 PLONG* 33.61
SITE LATITUDE* 38.03
KAPPA* 466.24
DELP* 2.51 DELM* 4.62
SITE L0NGITUDE*-107.27
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL
7A-20 300 CE







R= 5.96941 DECLINATION* 195.12 INCLINATION* -28
ALPHA* 5.26 DELTA* 5.79 KAPPA= 163.46
PLAT* 63.35 PLONG= 38.55 DELP* 3.15 DELM* 5.76
SITE LATITUDE = 38.03 SITE LCNGITUCE=-1C7.27
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL
74-21 100 OE








R= 6.95681 DECLINATION* 153.05 INCLINATION
ALPHA* 5.14 DELTA* 6.37 KAPPA = 138.92
PLAT* 57.17 PLONG* 126.42 DELP* 3.11 DELM*
-28.
.65
SITE LATITUDE= 37.99 SITE LONGITUDE=-107.32
FISHER ON sample DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL


























DELTA* 4.30 KAPPA* 296.67
PLONG* 114.59 DELP* 2.52 DELM* 4
-33.
.43
SITE LATITUDE* 37.99 SITE L0NGITUCE=-1G7.33
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN






















ALPHA* 4.43 DELTA* 4.19 KAPPA* 299.63
PLAT* 67.05 PLONG* 130.06 OELP» 3.28 DELM* 5
-41.
.39
SITE LATITUDE* 38.00 SITE LONGITUDE*-107.32
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN






















INCLINATION^ -14.R= 4.98335 DECLINATION=
ALPHA= 4.95 DELTA= 4.68 KAPPA= 240.28
PLAT= 31.18 PLONG= -.82 CELP= 2.60 CELM= 5.07
SITE LATITUDE= 38.05 SITE LONGITUDE=-107.12
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL
74-35 200 OE 219 300 OE








R= 6.95435 DECLINATION* 238. 66 INCLINATION* -2C
ALPHA* 5.28 DELTA* 6.55 KAPPA* 131.43
PLAT= 31.13 PLONG= -5.77 OELP= 2.92 OELM= 5.55
SITE LATITUDE* 38.OA SITE LCNGITUCE=-1C7.13
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN




















R= 4.98975 DECLINATION* 160.89 INCLINATION= -59
ALPHA* 3.88 DELTA* 3.67 KAPPA* 390.11
PLAT* 75.03 PL0NG=-181.73 DELP* 4.39 DELM* 5.84
.64
SITE LATITUDE* 38.03 SITE LCNGITUCE=-107.15
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN

















R= 3.99366 DECLINATION* 244.78 INCLINATIQN= -19.
ALPHA* 4.23 DELTA* 3.23 KAPPA* 473.09
PLAT* 26.07 PLONG* -9.57 DELP* 2.31 DELM* 4.42
SITE LATITUDE* 38.03 SITE L0NGITUCE*-1C7.16
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FISHER ON SAMPLE OIBECTICNS
POLE ON SITE MEAN































PLAT* 84.30 PLONG* 25.90 DELP* 4.76 CELM* 6.85
SITE LATITUDE* 37.79 SITE LONGITUDE=-107.18
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS






































PLAT= 73.81 PLONG= 81.12 DELP= 6.22 DELM=10.47
SITE LATITUDE^ 37.79 SITE LONGITUDE=-i07.14
95
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
























R= 5.99539 DECLINATION= 9.25 INCLINATION* 53.56
ALPHA* 2.04 DELTA* 2.25 KAPPA=1084.09
PLAT* 81.66 PLONG= 6.29 DELP* 1.98 DELM* 84
SITE LATITUDE* 37.79 SITE L0NGITUCE*-1C7.U
96
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER ANC CLEANING LEVEL
74-43 VARIOUS LEVELS TO 500 0








ALPHA= 3.63 DELTA= 4.00









CELP* 2.14 CELM* 3.9A
SITE LATITUDE* 37.72 SITE LONG ITUDE*-107.05
97
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN























R» 5.99284 DECLINATION= 351.31 INCLINATIGN= 63 
ALPHA= 2.54 DELTA= 2.80 KAPPA* 698.29
PLAT* 80.12 PL0NG=-145.42 DELP* 3.19 DELM= 4.03
SITE LATITUDE* 37.87 SITE LONGITUDE=-1C7.15
.69
FISHER ON SA^*PLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER ANC CLEANING LEVEL
74-46 300 OE







R= 5.96479 DECLINATION* 168.57 INCLINATION*
ALPHA* 5.64 DELTA* 6.21 KAPPA* 142.00
PLAT* 64.16 PLONG* 98.59 DELP* 3.33 DELM* 6
SITE LATITUDE* 37.98 SITE LONGITU0£=-107.57
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER ANC CLEANING LEVEL
74-47 300 OE






R= 4.80180 DECLINATION* 339.35 INCLINATION*
ALPHA*17.45 0ELTA=16.19 KAPPA* 20.18
PLAT= 71.82 PLONG= 1A7.27 DELP=15.8l CELM=23.^9
SITE LATITUDE^ 37.97 SITE LONGITUCE=-107.58
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN




























PLAT* 55.48 PLONG* -82.65 DELP* 6.83 DELM* 7.30
SITE LATITUDE* 37.79 SITE LONGITUDE*-106.98
101
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
















R= 5.98838 DECLINATION® 328,85 INCLINATION® 61.48
ALPHA® 3.23 DELTA® 3.57 KAPPA® 430.37
PLAT® 64.58 PLONG®-157.13 DELP® 4.49 DELM® 5.39
SITE LATITUDE® 37.74 SITE LONG ITUCE®-106,83
102
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL



















R= 4.99318 DECLINATION= 99.32 INCLINATION* -48.15
ALPHA* 3.16 DELTA* 2.99 KAPPA* 586.15
PLAT* 24.26 PL0NG*-177.85 DELP* 2.71 DELM* 4.14
SITE LATITUDE* 37.86 SITE LONG ITUDE = -l06.92
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL
74-5A VARIOUS LEVELS TO 500 0







R= 5.96098 DECLINATION* 145.86 INCLINATION’ -3C
ALPHA= 5.94 DELTA* 6.54 KAPPA* 128.15
PLAT* 53.20 PLONG* 136.55 DELP = 3.70 CELM* 6.63
SITE LATITUDE * 38.09 SITE LONGITUDE=-107.29
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN


























R= 6.97208 DECLINATION* 144.94 INCLINATION
ALPHA* 4.13 DELTA* 5.12 KAPPA= 214.94
PLAT* 45.86 PLONG= 127.60 DELP* 2.16 DELM* 4
-14.
.23
SITE LATITUDE* 38.13 SITE L0NGITUCE*-1C7.29
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL
74-58 200 GE






ALPHA= 7.51 DELTA= 5.72










FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER ANC CLEANING LEVEL
74-61 100 CE






R= 4.75762 DECLINATION^ 122.67 INCLINATION^
ALPHA=19.40 DELTA=17.91 KAPPA u . o
PLAT= 46.24 PL0NG»-175.65 DELP = 21.86 DELM=29




FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN

















R= 2.49104 CECLINATION= 113.25 INCLINATION* -29.
ALPHA*92.21 DELTA*51.48 KAPPA* 1.99
PLAT* 27.75 PLONG* 161.21 0ELP=56.17 DELM*C1.78
SITE LATITUDE* 37.91 SITE LDNGITUCE*-1C7.AA
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN



























ALPHA* 2.92 DELTA* 3.22 KAPPA* 526.41
PLAT* 66.34 PLONG*-136.64 DELP* 4.58 DELM* 5
-72.
17
SITE LATITUDE* 38.41 SITE LONGITUDE=-107.32
109
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL
74-65 300 GE








R= 6.98801 DECLINATION* 112.24 INCLINATION* -6
ALPHA* 2.70 DELTA* 3.35 KAPPA = 500.52
PLAT* 39.22 PL0NG=-171.35 DELP* 3.11 DELM* 4.10
SITE LATITUDE H 00 . SITE LCNGITUCE=-107.32
• 26
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL
74-66 100 200 OE








R= 6.93092 DECLINATION* 154.13 INCLINATION* -42.
ALPHA* 6.51 DELTA* 8.06 KAPPA* 86.86
PLAT* 64.10 PLONG* 137.96 OELP* 4.95 DELM* 8.03
SITE LATITUDE * 38.42 SITE LONGITUOE*-107.33
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL
74-68 300 CE





R* 3.88568 DECLINATION= 349.11 INCLINATIOf
ALPHA=18.28 DELTA=13.73 KAPPA* 26.24
PLAT= 69.74 PLONG= 103.46 DELP=12.37 CELM=21.26
SITE LATITUDE* 38.02 SITE L0NGITUDE=-107.35
112
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL
COMBINATICN OF SITES 8,40, 42





















R=19.93426 DECLINATION* 5.45 INCLINATION
ALPHA* 1.92 DELTA* 4.65 KAPPA* 289.00
PLAT* 84.42 PLONG* 19.08 DELP* 1.88 CELM*
53. 88
SITE LATITUDE^ 37.85 SITE LONGITUDE=-107.21
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
POLE ON SITE MEAN
SITE NUMBER AND CLEANING LEVEL





































ALPHA* 2.67 DELTA* 4.25 KAPPA* 328.CC
PLAT* 85.77 PLONG* 4.85 DELP= 2.75 DELM* 3.83
SITE LATITUDE* 38.10 SITE LONGITUDE=-107.34
